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The Watergarden by Anya Leveille

Peony by Myra Abelson

Shore by James Varnum

Stone’s Throw by Lori Mehta

BOSTON MA – Beacon Gallery is pleased to announce its upcoming show, Nature & Vitality, running from the
start of November through early January, 2019. This group show will showcase the work of many of its gallery
artists while also adding a few new names to the mix.
Featuring both paintings, mixed-media pieces and sculptural works, this show aims to bring energy and life to
what is traditionally a dark period on the calendar. Lush colors, vibrant energetic strokes and diverse subject
matter make this show unmissable.
Artists presented include:
Myra Abelson
Betty Canick
Malcolm Montague Davis
Andrew Huang
KY Huang

Aja Johnson
Anya Leveille
Jean Sbarra Jones
Lori Mehta
James Varnum
Adrienne Shishko
When asked about the inspiration behind the title of this show, owner and gallery manager Christine
O’Donnell said the following, “I really wanted to find a theme that would allow me to encompass a lot of the
fabulous work these artists have created recently. I knew some of the pieces by KY and Andrew Huang were
gorgeous sculptures of flora or fauna, as well as the human body, and that Myra’s recent pieces were floral as
well. At the same time, James Varnum and Adrienne Shishko’s abstracts (not to mention so many of the other
artists!) would have to fit whatever theme I chose as well. Nature & Vitality seems to cover it all – the energy of
life. And, I love that we are showing this work at the time of year when nature outside is going to sleep rather
than bursting forth in abundance. Beacon Gallery can offer a respite from bare leaves and dull colors!”
While all local artists are expected to attend the opening, artist Andrew Wei Huang and his recently
deceased father KY Huang are based out of Singapore.
For more photos or information, please consult our website or contact Rachel Legault at
marketing@beacongallery.com

Sensual Torso by Andrew Huang
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The Space In Between by Adrienne Shishko

Fruit and Birds by KY Huang

